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Pioneer Elite 61" PureVision Plasma Monitor
• Superior Image Processing Technology: From input through all processing steps and to output on the display, the video signal remains in the digital domain. This ensures noise-free, no loss signal quality for the
highest possible resolution of all types of input from video to film to PC.
• Gamma Selection: Four gamma modes can be selected. Such precision allows for more accurate display of the tone gradations, even for images with low lighting
• New Scan Converter: Converts input signals with high sampling accuracy so even minor details such as small letters are sharp and clear.
• I/P Conversion and Scaling LSI's: These LSI's smooth jagged edges, correct color bleeds and select the ideal input resolution in images that are smooth and clean.
• Encased Cell Structure: Each individual lamp is encased in its own “cell”, with walls on all sides so that light doesn't bleed into neighboring cells. This energy-efficient design allows each lamp to deliver a more
concentrated beam of light, for truer colors and brighter images.
• Color Management selectively boosts or scales back values to match actual images without affecting other colors on the screen.
• The ISF® C3 (Custom Calibration Configuration) feature enables your plasma TV to be optimized for the specific environment in which you've placed it. As an optional service, an ISF professional can calibrate contrast,
tint, color levels, and other parameters to create the most accurate image possible.
• High Precision Color Filter: The PRO-1410HD uses a precisely engineered Color Filter that decreases light reflection for better view-ability and filters out unnecessary elements in the red, green, and blue light for
purer color reproduction. All images, even fast moving ones, will be accurate crisp and vivid.
• Full 1365 x 768 resolution.

Denon AVR-5805 THX 9.1 Receiver
The AVR-5805 incorporates a host of cutting-edge innovations and functionality to achieve our ultimate passion for all receivers – to faithfully recreate the producer’s original intent with absolute fidelity. Boasting an
astounding 170-watts x 10 channels of ultra-clean power and exclusive THX® Ultra2 processing, the AVR-5805 makes the best possible use of all your speakers with the widest variety of entertainment sources. And with
its ground-breaking multi-room flexibility, the AVR-5805 delivers staggeringly intense, dynamic home theater sound for up to four different sources in four different rooms simultaneously.
Defining technological perfection has led to the incorporation of some of the most critically-acclaimed features for the AVR-5805 – including DDSC-Digital surround processing to provide ultra-precise
surround decoding and sound optimization, DENON LINK 3rd Edition input to digitally send DVD-Audio signals through the receiver for musical reproduction of incredible presence and purity, and Auto Setup and Room
EQ Adjust to eliminate the hassles of speaker configuration. Ultimately, the AVR-5805 is a remarkably future-ready receiver that delivers spectacular A/V entertainment today.

Denon DVD-3910 Progressive Scan DVD Player
The DVD-3910 is as versatile as it is innovative. Utilizing advanced video image technologies – such as the dual 12-bit, 216 MHz video D/A converters to ensure highly accurate playback of delicate, low-level signals –
the DVD-3910 reproduces the highest resolution images possible and provides you with a vivid picture that is faithful in every detail.
The DVD-3910 delivers equally superlative audio performance, with it full digital bass management for DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD discs. Featuring leading-edge 192 kHz/24-bit audio D/A converters,
the latest version of our exclusive AL24 Processing Plus circuit, sophisticated interpolation algorithms and digital filtering, the DVD-3910 improves low-level resolution and dynamic range. It also features High Definition
Compatible Digital (HDCD) processing to provide the best sound quality from HDCD-encoded and standard CDs. These technologies and many additional refinements yield remarkably transparent, detailed and musically
natural sound quality.

8 Speaker Bowers & Wilkins Surround Sound System
The XT4 is the perfect solution when contemporary design, minimal visual bulk and outstanding performance are all top of list. XT4 boasts an immensely rigid one-piece extruded aluminium enclosure which carries
a top mounted Nautilus™ tube loaded 25mm aluminium dome tweeter, a 130mm Kevlar® cone midrange driver, and twin Flowport™ loaded, composite paper/Kevlar® cone bass drivers. The twin bass drivers provide
low frequency bandwidth and power handling in abundance giving the XT4 a real sense of scale and dynamics.
Locating the Nautilus™ tweeter module on the top of the enclosure achieves perfect, head high positioning, provides wider dispersion for a better image stability, and allows correct phase integration with the
midrange driver. And the acoustic quality inherent in the drivers along with the minimal enclosure contribution means that the crossover circuits can be simplified and each separate component optimised by ear for
ultimate sound quality. In either AV front speaker or conventional stereo system roles the XT4’s combination of performance and aesthetic style is unrivalled. Genuine high-end hi-fi with a contemporary aesthetic.

Alienware Mediacenter PC
From movies and music to video games, the living room is the recognized common entertainment area for the entire household. Now, thanks to the convergence of consumer electronics and computer technology, the
introduction of digital home entertainment adds a whole new dimension to the concept of family recreation. Increased computing power makes it all possible. The Alienware DHS 2 series was built from the ground up
with your living room in mind. Inside you will find the latest high-performance components built to operate as quiet as a whisper so that you can leave the DHS 2 on 24/7 – whether in your living room or bedroom.
Immensely capable of multi-media PC enjoyment for your family while nearly silent in operation, the DHS 2 will not disrupt the living room environment.
Built to look like a high-end A/V device, the DHS is aesthetically compatible with surrounding home entertainment electronics. The dazzling front Alienware InfoPanel™ Series 2 provides continuous visual confirmation
of the various status functions of what TV show is playing, whether the DHS is recording or not, what chapter on your DVD or track on your music disc you are on, what the title of the DVD, CD, or TV show is, and much more.

XBox 360 Premium
The custom-designed Xbox 360 central processing unit (CPU) runs at a breakneck speed, thanks to its three separate core processors that clock in at 3.2 GHz each. Xbox 360 boasts a custom ATI graphics processor that clocks
in at a blistering 500 MHz. The Xbox 360 can take advantage of more than four times as many polygons as the original Xbox® console, and more than four times the number of pixels per second. The 512 MB of RAM in
Xbox 360 is eight times more powerful than the original Xbox, in terms of simple arithmetic. The system RAM gives developers a unified memory architecture. Game creators decide how to partition it, and all of the hardware
components (like the CPU and GPU) can access the memory.
High definition is upon us, and Xbox 360 is ready. Games are required to be authored for 720p and 1080i, and all games are optimized for the 16:9 widescreen viewing ratio. That doesn't mean you have to have an HDTV
to play Xbox 360 games. Xbox 360 games always look good, but they look spectacular on your high-definition display.

